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The objective of this dissertation is to study the case assistance receiving of 
alleged offender in the criminal case and understand the concept and necessity of 
giving the case assistance to alleged defender from the lawyer including the 
background of the enactment that is determined to protect the right of accused in order 
to make them receiving the fairness during the legal proceedings. The study was done 
by comparing what is the difference of case assistance receiving, from the lawyer, of 
the alleged offender in Thailand to the alleged offender in the United State and 
England. The right of alleged offender according to legislation is sufficient or not. 
What direction of the efficient lawyer procurement for alleged offender should be 
gone? Including the study of measure or mechanism of examination in order to be in 
line with the right as the law affirmed.  

Criminal Procedure Code stipulates pivotal represent and protects the rights 
of the accused or defendant in a criminal case. However, nowadays lawyers for 
assistance is not as successful as it should be due to several problems, such as lack of 
experienced attorneys, lawyer retain investigating case for exam to be assistant judges 
or prosecutors, assistant attorney get compensation rates lower compared to private 
sector. Therefore it should have develop procurement guidelines of lawyers for the 
accused and defendants in criminal cases in Thailand as well as  set lawyer 
and  compensation payment standards in order to compare to the private sector. 

The result of comparison for the case assistance, from the lawyer, between 
the alleged offender in Thailand and the alleged offender in foreign country showed 
that most Thai law provision for protecting the alleged offender equal to the 
international standard but there are some problems of enforcement according to the  
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Law and assistance efficiency. So this is the duty of government officer to look after 
in order to make such law provision is performed seriously and efficiently. 

For the research recommendation, I have an opinion that it should be studied 
and bring the public defender system to initially use in Bangkok and main provinces 
of each region, however, the study and research have to be simultaneously performed 
in order to develop such system. In case of the operation according to this system is 
effective, it is expanded and operated to cover throughout the country. Moreover, 
People Aid Fund should be established in order to give the assistance regarding the 
lawyer to the alleged offender or defendant by enacting the law of fund establishment 
particularly and providing the committee, who aid the alleged offender or defendant in 
the criminal case, control the operation according to the fund objective. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




